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NEWS 

“SPECIAL wil l  be even more special”  

Tchernov Cable strengthens mid-priced Interconnects by launching 

“SPECIAL MKII´s”  
 

Taking advantages of the 12 years of technical innovation experience, the SPECIAL series 

enjoys an important priority in Tchernov´s total product offer. For sure outstanding are the 

two interconnects in the SPECIAL line, which figure the most affordable symmetric range of 

audio connections, either analogue or digital. And it is exactly these two hero products, 

which are recently being updated: 

 

The brand new “SPECIAL MkII IC” is coming with essential new innovations such as the 2-

layer CAFPE  (Combined Air-Foamed Polyethylene) or updated binding technologies. Its 

bigger brother “SPECIAL XS MkII IC” does feature X-Shield additionally. For both of them, 

the unique conductor insulation, binding and shielding results in appreciable sonic 

improvements over the full frequency bandwidth and a thrilling performance. More than 

that, both new Interconnects are overlaid with the use of latest generation high precision 

tooling where uniformity and homogeneity if each insulation was being improved. The 

increased thickness of both inner air foamed PE and outer sold PE layers emerge 

significant reduction of the overall cable capacity and signal energy losses and reaching 

previously unattainable consistent dielectric properties. For both of the new SPECIAL IC´s, 

a brand new connector “SPECIAL V2” has been developed, it´s design complies with the 

Tchernov latest Design line overall. 

 

SPECIAL MkII IC (RCA only) 

It incorporates 2 x 0.35 mm² (7 x 0.265 mm) twisted multi-stranded BRC conductors, each 

insulated by a revised 2-layer CAFPE in a common 4-layer bi-directional X-cross SASDB 

(Semi-Air-Spaced Dielectric Binding) with PTFE (Teflon®) tapes. Shield: >90% BRC braid. 

The double SPVC jacket with improved mechanical and damping qualities is colored with a 

refined formula of organic dye. This is available on spools and in standard terminated 

lengths, fitted with the all new SPECIAL V2 plug with the center pin made of very high grade 

5 µ gold plated beryllium copper. 

 

SPECIAL XS MkII IC (RCA/XLR) 

With the same conductor/insulation/binding construction, the SPECIAL XS MkII IC has a 

rated impedance of 110 Ohm and fits X-Shield (Patent RU No.124837U) - the most 

advanced multi-element shielding system. It is a 3-layer interactive sandwich, where >30% 

BRC braid is enclosed by two layers of copper foiled PET. X-Shield brings exceptional 

protection from EMI-RFI across a wide frequency bandwidth - from ELF to SHF and 

drastically reduces the negative influence of multiple interferences on the actual audio 

signal path. Besides effective noise protection it improves the overall mechanical and 

damping properties further. It is available on spools and in standard terminated lengths 

fitted with the all-new Special V2 RCA & Classic V2 XLR connectors for analogue and digital 

(AES/EBU) signal transmitting. 
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SPECIAL SUB IC & SPECIAL XS SUB IC  

Based on the new SPECIAL interconnects these are available in RCA (SPECIAL SUB IC) 

and XLR (SPECIAL XS SUB IC) standard terminated lengths, covered by a nylon protective 

sleeve and are well adapted to any High End subwoofer connection requirements.  

 

 

About Tchernov Cable 

Starting from it´s foundation in 2002, Tchernov Cable products are made with the aim to 

keep highest authenticity when transferring a sound signal. And it is this philosophy which 

runs like a continuous thread through all the cable development and manufacturing 

processes. Using furthermore the greatest natural materials, all Tchernov Cables are 

handcrafted in Russia. The benefits are the highest dynamics, impressive musical balance 

and the most authentic signal transmission. As a result, there is a real “Difference to 

discover”. 
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http://www.tchernovcable.com/en/products/special-series/special-interconnect-

cables/special-mk-ii-ic-rca/ 

http://www.tchernovcable.com/en/products/special-series/special-xs-interconnect-

cables/special-xs-mk-ii-ic-rca/ 
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